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Introduction 

 
Predictive simulations are used in a variety of disciplines to provide intuition in 

various engineering and scientific phenomena. Its versatility results from leveraging the 

speed and accuracy of computers to perform predictive calculations that can guide 

experimental efforts. My thesis involves two separate and distinct projects that highlight 

the use of computational chemistry for understanding the electronic properties of 

chemical and material systems. My first project involved using quantum calculations to 

investigate the electronic properties of graphdiyne nanotubes and my second project 

involved analyzing the accuracy and rigor of various quantum mechanical methods in 

predicting sulfate oxidation for water purification purposes. 

  My first project involved studying armchair and zigzag graphdiyne nanotubes. 

Specifically, we used the CRYSTAL14 software package to describe the one-

dimensional structure of these graphdiyne nanotubes with large sizes (up to 1,296 atoms) 

and various diameters. These results were subsequently analyzed to predict various 

electronic properties (band gap, effective electron/hole mass) of the multiple graphdiyne 

nanotubes. The main purpose of this project was to provide computational predictions of 

these extremely large systems to study the electronic properties as a function of 

graphdiyne diameter. 

  My second project, which was featured as the cover issue of Environmental 

Science: Processes & Impacts, involved studying the accuracy of various DFT and high-

level wavefunction-based methods in calculating activation energies for various benzene 

derived contaminants with sulfate ion and hydroxide. The computational methods used in 
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this project included the M06-2X, MP2, MP4(SDQ), CCSD, and CCSD(T) methods. The 

higher- level CCSD and CCSD(T) theoretically obtain more accurate energy values with a 

concurrent higher monetary cost. The CCSD(T) method was used as a benchmark to 

compare the accuracy of the other methods. The primary goal was to assess the accuracy 

of the computationally efficient M06-2X density function approach for various reactions 

involving sulfate oxidation.  

Both of my projects involve predictive computational approaches for very 

different purposes. The scope of my first project was to determine how electronic 

properties varied as a function of diameter in armchair and zigzag graphdiyne nanotubes. 

My second project involved investigating the feasibility of multiple computational 

methods in accurately calculating reaction energy values, benchmarked by the highly 

accurate CCSD(T) method. Both of these projects highlight the importance of predictive 

quantum mechanical methods for both chemical and materials science applications. 
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Structural and Electronic Properties of 

Graphdiyne Carbon Nanotubes from Large-

Scale DFT Calculations 

Abstract. Using large-scale DFT calculations, we investigate the structural and electronic 

properties of both armchair and zigzag graphdiyne nanotubes as a function of size. To 

provide insight into these properties, we present new detailed calculations of the 

structural relaxation energy, effective electron/hole mass, and size-scaling of the bandgap 

as a function of size and chirality using accurate screened-exchange DFT calculations. 

These calculations provide a systematic evaluation of the structural and electronic 

properties of the largest graphdiyne nanotubes to date, up to 1,296 atoms and 23,328 

basis functions. Our calculations show that zigzag graphdiyne nanotubes (GDNTs) are 

structurally more stable compared to armchair GDNTs of the same size. Furthermore, 

these large-scale calculations allow us to present simple analytical formulas to guide 

future experimental efforts for estimating the fundamental bandgaps of these unique 

nanotubes as a function of chirality and diameter. While the bandgaps for both the 

armchair and zigzag GDNTs can be tuned as a function of size, the conductivity in each 

of these two different chiralities is markedly different. Zigzag GDNTs have wider 
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valence and conduction bands and are expected to have a higher electron- and hole-

mobility than their armchair counterparts. 

 

I. Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes and related allotropes continue to garner immense interest due 

to the unique electronic properties that naturally arise from their intrinsic one-

dimensional nature.1 Specifically, one-dimensional nanosystems (such as nanowires and 

nanotubes) are the smallest dimensions that can be used for efficient transport of 

electrons and are, therefore, critical to the functionality of nanoscale devices.2 Within the 

carbon nanotube family, these devices have included field effect transistors,3-8 actuators,9, 

10 nanotube films for flexible displays,11 and nanotube hybrid solar panels.12 In many of 

these devices, carbon nanotubes of a specific chirality (or a narrow range of chiralities 

possessing similar electronic properties) are often required. Within a normal distribution 

of carbon nanotube chiralities, roughly one-third of nanotubes are metallic, while the 

other two-thirds exhibit semiconducting behavior.13 Because of this wide variation in 

carbon nanotube chiralities, recent efforts have focused on other allotropes of carbon to 

achieve a detailed control over their electronic properties and device functionality. 

In recent years, much effort has focused on graphdiyne (cf. Figure 1.1), which is a 

new allotrope of carbon composed of two acetylenic linkages (with sp-hybridized carbon 

atoms) between nearest-neighbor hexagonal rings (composed of sp2-hybridized carbons). 

Planar graphdiyne exhibits a high-temperature stability and semiconducting properties 

comparable to silicon14 and has been proposed for gas separation applications,15 
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nanoscale devices,16 photocatalysts for hydrogen production,17 and hydrogen purification 

in syngas production.18 In a relatively recent report,19 the experimental synthesis and 

construction of graphdiyne nanotubes (GDNTs, see Figure 1.2) were carried out for the 

very first time, and subsequent papers on other graphdiyne-based nanostructures have 

reported unique electronic properties, including charge mobilities as high as 2 × 105 cm2 

V–1 s–1 at room temperature.20 However, to the best of our knowledge, a systematic study 

on the structural and electronic properties of GDNTs as a function of size and chirality 

has not been previously reported. To provide insight into these properties, we present a 

new, detailed investigation of the structural relaxation energy, effective electron/hole 

mass, and size-scaling of the bandgap as a function of size and chirality using accurate 

screened-exchange DFT calculations. These calculations provide a systematic evaluation 

of the structural and electronic properties of the largest graphdiyne nanotubes to date, up 

to 1296 atoms and 23328 basis functions. Furthermore, these large-scale calculations 

allow us to present simple analytical formulas to guide future experimental efforts for 

estimating the fundamental bandgaps of these unique nanotubes as a function of chirality 

and diameter as well as provide a detailed understanding of the size-scaling of structural 

and electronic properties. Finally, we give a detailed analysis of all these effects for both 

the armchair and zigzag GDNTs and discuss the implications of these computed 

properties on electron/hole mobility and potential applications of these results. 
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Figure 1.1. Chemical structures and unit cells for graphene, α-graphyne, and graphdiyne. 
All structures and unit cells are drawn to scale, with each unit cell containing 2, 8, and 18 
carbon atoms for graphene, α-graphyne, and graphdiyne, respectively. 
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Figure 1.2. Optimized structures of the (3,3) zigzag and (5,0) armchair graphdiyne 

nanotubes. 
 

 
II. Structural Properties of Graphdiyne Nanotubes 

Planar graphdiyne belongs to the p6mm space group, and its unit cell is defined by 

the two lattice vectors �⃑�1 = 𝑎�̂� and �⃑�2 =
𝑎

2
(−�̂� + √3𝑦), as shown in Figure 1.3. Any 

GDNT of arbitrary chirality can be generated by these two vectors through the chiral 

vector 𝐶ℎ = 𝑛�⃑�1 − 𝑚𝑎2, where |𝐶ℎ| = 𝑎𝑐ℎ, [𝑐ℎ ≡ (𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑛𝑚)1 2⁄ ], and the tube 

diameter is given by 𝑑𝑡 =
𝑎𝑐ℎ

𝜋
. The chiral angle, as shown in Figure 1.3, is defined by 

cos 𝜃 =
2𝑛+𝑚

2𝑐ℎ
, where 0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 𝜋 6⁄ . Based on these definitions for the chiral vector and 

chiral angle, armchair GDNTs (𝜃 = 0) are represented by the (n, 0) chiral index, and 

zigzag GDNTs (𝜃 = 𝜋 6⁄ ) are characterized by the (n, n) chiral index, which is the 
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opposite convention in carbon nanotubes. Figure 1.3 illustrates the lattice vectors and 

selected examples of chiral vectors for a (3, 0) armchair and (2, 2) zigzag GDNT. 

 

Figure 1.3. Lattice vectors �⃑�1 and �⃑�2, chiral angle θ, and selected chiral vectors (3,0) and 

(2,2) for a graphydiyne sheet. 

 
 
III. Theory and Methodology 

All calculations were carried out with a massively parallelized version of the 

CRYSTAL14 program,21 which has the capability of using both all-electron Gaussian-

type orbitals and exact Hartree–Fock exchange within periodic boundary conditions. The 

latter is particularly important for obtaining accurate electronic properties for periodic 

systems since the incorporation of Hartree–Fock exchange can partially correct for 

electron-delocalization errors inherent to both LDA (local density approximation) and 

GGA (generalized gradient approximation) exchange-correlation functionals. For this 
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reason, we utilized the range-separated HSE06 functional22 for obtaining the electronic 

properties for both the graphdiyne sheet and all of the zigzag and armchair graphdiyne 

nanotubes. As opposed to range-separated hybrid DFT methods that incorporate a “full” 

range separation of 100% asymptotic Hartree–Fock exchange (typically used in isolated 

molecules23-28), the HSE06 functional incorporates a screened Hartree–Fock exchange 

that decays to zero. Most importantly, our previous studies29 with the HSE06 functional 

in the CRYSTLA14 program has shown that it is much more computationally efficient 

than conventional global hybrid functionals30 and is significantly more accurate than 

conventional semilocal functionals. It is worth noting that, although the HSE06 

calculations are more efficient than conventional hybrid DFT methods, the calculations 

on some of the largest GDNTs were still extremely computationally intensive due to the 

immense size of these nanotubes. For example, the largest of these structures (specifically 

the (36,0) armchair GDNT), consists of 1296 atoms and 23328 basis functions and, as 

such, this study constitutes the largest systematic study of these nanostructures to date. 

Geometries for all of the graphydiyne nanotubes were optimized using a large 

TZVP all-electron basis set31 with one-dimensional periodic boundary conditions along 

the tube axis. At the optimized geometries, a final single-point HSE06 calculation was 

performed with 100 k-points along the one-dimensional Brillouin zone to obtain the 

electronic band structure for all of the nanotube geometries. 
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IV. Results and Discussion 

A. Benchmark Calculations 

Since a systematic study of the electronic properties of armchair and zigzag 

GDNTs has not been previously investigated, we first benchmarked our HSE06/TZVP 

results for the graphdiyne sheet against the high-level G0W0 (Green’s function G and 

screened Coulomb interaction W) calculations by Luo et al.32 In this previous study, the 

G0W0 bandgap of the planar graphdiyne sheet attains a value of 1.10 eV, which is 

consistent with experimental measurements of graphdiyne film. The band structure along 

high-symmetry points in the graphdiyne Brillouin zone (defined by the high-symmetry 

points Γ, X, and M in momentum space) obtained by our HSE06/TZVP calculations is 

shown in Figure 1.4. We obtain a direct bandgap of 1.26 eV at the Γ point, which is in 

relatively good agreement with the computationally intensive G0W0 bandgap of 1.10 eV. 

The close agreement between our HSE06 results is in stark contrast to conventional PBE 

calculations, which severely underestimate the bandgap by more than 50%, giving a 

value of 0.54 eV. As such, our benchmark calculations for the bandgap of planar 

graphdiyne demonstrate that our HSE06 calculations are reasonable for our parametric 

studies on the various GDNTs studied in this work. 
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Figure 1.4. Electronic band structure for planar graphdiyne obtained at the HSE06/TZVP 
level of theory. The dashed horizontal line indicates the position of the Fermi energy, and 

a direct bandgap of 1.26 eV occurs at the Γ point within the irreducible Brillouin zone. 
 

 
B. Structural Properties 

To give deeper insight into the structural stability of all the nanotubes relative to 

the planar graphdiyne sheet, we calculated the relaxation energy, ΔE, given by 

∆𝐸 = 𝐸nanotube − 𝑛 ∙ 𝐸sheet                                               (1) 

where Enanotube is the electronic energy of the geometry-optimized nanotube, Esheet is the 

electronic energy of the graphdiyne sheet, and n is the number of repeat units along the 

nanotube circumference (which also corresponds to the first chiral index for each (n,m) 

nanotube). Figure 1.5 shows that ΔE decreases monotonically with size, and the stability 
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becomes comparable to planar graphdiyne for GDNT diameters larger than 9 nm. To 

further test the structural stability of these nanostructures, we calculated the harmonic 

frequencies for the smallest (2,2) GDNT, which contains 72 atoms in its primitive unit 

cell (harmonic frequency calculations for other larger GDNTs were computationally out 

of reach due to their immense size; for example, the largest GDNT in this work contains 

up to 1296 atoms and 23328 basis functions). At the optimized geometry, we obtained 

real-valued frequencies for all of the vibrational modes for the (2,2) GDNT (vibrational 

frequencies, symmetries, and infrared/Raman analysis for the (2,2) GDNT can be found 

in the Appendix) . Most importantly, since the (2,2) GDNT is the most strained nanotube 

in this study (cf. Figure 1.5), our stability analysis also implies that the other larger, less-

strained GDNTs are also structurally stable. We also tabulated the binding energy per 

atom for all GDNTs in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 using the expression 

𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
1

𝑁
(𝐸nanotube − 𝑁 ∙ 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 )                                     (2) 

where N is the number of atoms in the nanotube, Enanotube is the electronic energy of the 

geometry-optimized nanotube, and Eatom is the total atomic energy of the carbon atom (in 

its ground triplet state). Similar to the computed relaxation energies, the binding energy 

per atom decreases monotonically with diameter and becomes nearly constant for GDNT 

diameters larger than 9 nm. To compare the structural stabilities of these GDNTs against 

conventional nanostructures, we also calculated the binding energy per atom for a 

conventional (13,0) carbon nanotube, which has a similar diameter to a (2,2) zigzag 

GDNT. At the HSE06/TZVP level of theory, we obtain a binding energy per atom of 

−7.9480 eV, which is 0.88 eV more stable than a similarly sized (2,2) zigzag GDNT. It is 
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also interesting to note that the zigzag GDNTs are structurally more stable compared to 

armchair GDNTs of the same size. This trend can be rationalized since the geometric 

structures of the armchair and zigzag GDNTs are topologically different. Specifically, all 

six of the acetylenic linkages (between the benzene rings) in armchair GDNTs straddle 

the circumference of the nanotube, whereas two of the acetylenic linkages in the zigzag 

GDNTs are oriented along the nanotube axis (cf. Figure 1.2), which partially relieves 

these strain effects around the GDNT circumference. 
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Figure 1.5. Relaxation energy, ΔE, as a function of diameter for both armchair and 
zigzag GDNTs obtained at the HSE06/TZVP level of theory. 
 

 
C. Electronic Properties 

Figures 1.6 and 1.7 plot the band structures of selected armchair and zigzag 

GDNTs, respectively, along the irreducible Brillouin zone (defined by the high-symmetry 

points Γ and X in momentum space). In all of the different chiralities, we find that the 

electronic band structures are characterized by a direct bandgap at the Γ point. We 

calculated the effective mass m* of the electrons and holes at the conduction band 

minimum and valence band maximum, respectively, using the expression  

𝑚 =  ±ħ2 (
𝑑2𝐸

𝑑𝑘2 )
−1

.                                                           (3) 
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The positive sign is taken for the (electron) conduction band, and the negative sign 

corresponds to the (hole) valence band. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 give a summary of the various 

structural and electronic properties (radii, relaxation energies, binding energy per atom, 

effective electron mass, effective hole mass, and bandgaps) of the armchair and zigzag 

GDNTs examined in this study 

Figure 1.6. Electronic band structures (relative to vacuum at 0 eV) of various (n,0) 

armchair GDNTs for n = 2, 13, 24, and 36. Note the narrow (and nearly dispersionless) 
bands for the (2,0) GDNT. 
 

 
Figure 1.7. Electronic band structures (relative to vacuum at 0 eV) of various (n,n) 
zigzag GDNTs for n = 2, 8, 14, and 21. Note that the zigzag GDNTs have wider valence 

and conduction bands compared to their armchair GDNT counterparts. 
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Table 1.1. Radii, Relaxation Energies, Binding Energies per Atom, Effective Electron 
Mass, Effective Hole Mass, and Bandgaps of Armchair Graphdiyne Nanotubes 

Subunits 

Radius 

(nm) 

Relaxation 

Energy (eV) 

Binding Energy 

per atom (eV) 

Electron 

Mass (me) 

Hole 

Mass (me) 

Bandgap 

(eV) 

2 0.29 8.78 –6.9866 0.518 4.451 1.727 

3 0.44 5.86 –7.0543 0.256 0.412 1.433 

4 0.59 4.41 –7.0780 0.207 0.271 1.339 

5 0.74 3.54 –7.0890 0.187 0.227 1.300 

6 0.89 2.94 –7.0949 0.178 0.206 1.281 

7 1.04 2.50 –7.0986 0.172 0.195 1.270 

8 1.19 2.19 –7.1010 0.168 0.188 1.263 

9 1.34 1.93 –7.1026 0.166 0.183 1.258 

10 1.49 1.72 –7.1038 0.164 0.18 1.255 

11 1.64 1.54 –7.1047 0.163 0.177 1.252 

12 1.79 1.39 –7.1053 0.162 0.175 1.251 

13 1.94 1.27 –7.1059 0.161 0.174 1.249 

14 2.09 1.16 –7.1063 0.161 0.173 1.248 

15 2.24 1.09 –7.1066 0.16 0.172 1.247 

16 2.38 1.01 –7.1068 0.16 0.171 1.246 

17 2.53 0.93 –7.1070 0.16 0.171 1.245 

18 2.68 0.87 –7.1072 0.159 0.17 1.245 

19 2.83 0.82 –7.1074 0.159 0.17 1.244 

20 2.98 0.76 –7.1075 0.159 0.17 1.244 

21 3.13 0.71 –7.1076 0.159 0.169 1.243 

22 3.28 0.67 –7.1077 0.158 0.169 1.243 

23 3.43 0.63 –7.1078 0.158 0.169 1.242 

24 3.58 0.60 –7.1079 0.158 0.168 1.242 

25 3.73 0.58 –7.1079 0.158 0.168 1.242 

26 3.88 0.55 –7.1080 0.158 0.168 1.241 

27 4.02 0.53 –7.1080 0.158 0.168 1.241 

28 4.17 0.50 –7.1081 0.158 0.168 1.241 

29 4.32 0.49 –7.1081 0.158 0.168 1.241 

30 4.47 0.47 –7.1081 0.158 0.168 1.240 

31 4.62 0.46 –7.1082 0.158 0.167 1.240 

32 4.77 0.45 –7.1082 0.158 0.167 1.240 

33 4.92 0.44 –7.1082 0.157 0.167 1.240 

34 5.07 0.43 –7.1082 0.157 0.167 1.239 

35 5.22 0.43 –7.1082 0.157 0.167 1.239 

36 5.37 0.43 –7.1082 0.157 0.167 1.239 
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Table 1.2. Radii, Relaxation Energies, Binding Energies Per Atom, Effective Electron 
Mass, Effective Hole Mass, and Bandgaps of Zigzag Graphdiyne Nanotubes 

Subunits 

Radius 

(nm) 

Relaxation 

Energy (eV) 

Binding Energy 

per atom (eV) 

Electron 

Mass (me) 

Hole 

Mass (me) 

Bandgap 

(eV) 

2 0.51 2.95 –7.0675 0.191 0.215 1.450 

3 0.77 1.99 –7.0902 0.163 0.171 1.344 

4 1.03 1.49 –7.0982 0.161 0.172 1.303 

5 1.29 1.19 –7.1020 0.169 0.18 1.285 

6 1.55 0.98 –7.1040 0.160 0.171 1.274 

7 1.81 0.83 –7.1053 0.163 0.174 1.268 

8 2.07 0.72 –7.1061 0.159 0.17 1.264 

9 2.32 0.64 –7.1066 0.160 0.171 1.261 

10 2.58 0.57 –7.1070 0.158 0.169 1.257 

11 2.84 0.52 –7.1073 0.159 0.17 1.255 

12 3.1 0.47 –7.1075 0.158 0.168 1.252 

13 3.36 0.44 –7.1076 0.158 0.169 1.250 

14 3.61 0.41 –7.1077 0.157 0.168 1.249 

15 3.87 0.39 –7.1078 0.158 0.168 1.247 

16 4.13 0.37 –7.1079 0.157 0.168 1.246 

17 4.39 0.36 –7.1080 0.157 0.168 1.245 

18 4.65 0.35 –7.1080 0.157 0.167 1.244 

19 4.91 0.35 –7.1081 0.157 0.168 1.243 

20 5.16 0.35 –7.1081 0.157 0.167 1.242 

21 5.42 0.35 –7.1081 0.157 0.167 1.242 

 
 

Figure 1.8 plots the bandgap of the armchair and zigzag GDNTs as a function of 

nanotube radius. Using our HSE06/TZVP calculations, we performed a nonlinear fit of 

the bandgap (Eg) as a function of diameter (d). We chose a flexible functional form given 

by 𝐸𝑔 = 𝐴 𝑑⁄ + 𝐵, where A and B are independent free parameters subject to our 

nonlinear least-squares fit. Based on our HSE06 bandgaps, we obtained fitted expressions  

𝐸𝑔 (armchair) =  
0.24 eV

𝑑 (in nm)
+ 1.2 eV                                           (4) 

𝐸𝑔 (zigzag) =  
0.21 eV

𝑑 (in nm)
+ 1.2 eV                                                (5) 
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with R-squared fit values of 0.87 and 0.97, respectively (the slightly lower R-squared fit 

value for the armchair GDNTs arises from larger strain values compared to their zigzag 

GDNTs counterparts [cf. Figure 1.5]). It is interesting to note that the last constant term 

in Equations (4) and (5) corresponds closely to the bandgap of the planar graphdiyne 

sheet; in other words, the constant term in Equations (4) and (5) yields the bandgap of a 

GDNT having an infinite diameter. Although we determined this constant as a free 

parameter in our fit, it is noteworthy to point out that we nearly recover the bandgap of 

planar graphdiyne calculated earlier in Section IV.A (we do not obtain the exact bandgap 

of planar graphdiyne due to relatively strong curvature effects that are still present in the 

larger GDNTs). 
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Figure 1.8. Electronic bandgap as a function of diameter for both armchair and zigzag 

GDNTs obtained at the HSE06/TZVP level of theory. 
 
 

Finally, we examine in greater detail the electronic band structures of both the 

armchair and zigzag GDNTs. As shown in Figures 1.6 and 1.7, the armchair GDNTs 

possess narrower valence and conduction bands, whereas the zigzag GDNTs exhibit 

much wider bands (band structures for all 35 armchair and all 20 zigzag GDNTs can be 

found in the Appendix). Specifically, the width of an electronic band reflects the orbital 

interactions along the nanotube axis, with wide bands denoting orbital delocalization and 

narrow bands corresponding to localization (small overlap). To corroborate these 

findings, we plotted the highest occupied crystal orbital (HOCO) and lowest unoccupied 

crystal orbital (LUCO) at the Γ point for both the armchair and zigzag GDNTs (using the 
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same isosurface values for each). Figure 1.9 shows that both the HOCO and LUCO in 

armchair GDNTs are localized on the acetylenic linkages along the circumference of the 

nanotube. In contrast, for zigzag GDNTs, the HOCO and LUCO are delocalized along 

the entire axis of zigzag and, therefore, both hole- and electron-transport are more facile 

in zigzag GDNTs compared to their armchair counterparts. While the bandgaps for both 

the armchair and zigzag GDNTs can certainly be tuned as a function of size, the 

conductivity in each of these two different chiralities is markedly different. Zigzag 

GDNTs have wider valence and conduction bands (which are demonstrated by the orbital 

diagrams in Figure 1.9 and the projected density of states plots in Figure 1.10) and are, 

therefore, expected to have a higher conductivity than their armchair counterparts. As 

such, both the armchair and the zigzag chiralities provide an additional intrinsic material 

property that can be used to modulate both hole- and electron-transport in photoinduced 

applications and processes. 
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Figure 1.9. Highest occupied and lowest unoccupied crystal orbitals (HOCO and LUCO) 

for the (5,0) armchair and (3,3) zigzag GDNTs (only crystal orbitals within one unit cell 
are shown for clarity). Both the HOCO and LUCO are localized along acetylenic linkages 

along the circumference of the (5,0) GDNT, whereas the HOCO and LUCO are localized 
along acetylenic linkages along the axis of the (3,3) GDNT. 
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Figure 1.10. Projected density of states for the (3,3) zigzag and (5,0) armchair GDNT. 

For both the (3,3) and (5,0) GDNT, the carbon p orbitals contribute a significant fraction 
of the total density of states. 

 
 
V. Conclusion 

Within this extensive theoretical study, we have systematically calculated the 

structural and electronic properties in a series of armchair and zigzag graphdiyne 

nanotubes via large-scale DFT calculations. Our calculations utilize the HSE06 

functional (which gives accurate estimates of the bandgap compared to computationally 

expensive G0W0 calculations), and we present quantitative predictions of the structural 

relaxation energy, effective electron/hole mass, and size-scaling of the bandgap as a 

function of size and chirality. These calculations provide a systematic evaluation of the 

structural and electronic properties of the largest graphdiyne nanotubes to date (up to 

1,296 atoms and 23,328 basis functions). To the best of our knowledge, a systematic 

study on the structural and electronic properties of GDNTs as a function of size and 

chirality has not been previously reported. Our calculations find that zigzag GDNTs are 
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structurally more stable compared to armchair GDNTs of the same size. Furthermore, 

these large-scale calculations allow us to present simple analytical formulas to guide 

future experimental efforts for estimating the fundamental bandgaps of these unique 

nanotubes as a function of chirality and diameter. While the bandgaps for both the 

armchair and zigzag GDNTs can be tuned as a function of size, the conductivity in each 

of these two different chiralities is markedly different. Both the HOCO and LUCO in 

armchair GDNTs are localized on the acetylenic linkages along the circumference of the 

nanotube. In contrast, the HOCO and LUCO are delocalized along the entire axis of 

zigzag GDNTs and, therefore, both hole- and electron-transport are more facile in zigzag 

GDNTs compared to their armchair counterparts. 

Looking forward, it would be of immense interest to understand and predict the 

excited-state and optoelectronic properties of these GDNTs using first-principles 

theoretical methods. As planar graphdiyne has garnered very recent attention as a 

photocatalyst for hydrogen production,17 the use of GDNTs would offer additional 

electronic properties that can be tailored for these photoelectrochemical processes. For 

example, the bandgaps of both the armchair and zigzag GDNTs can be tuned as a 

function of diameter and, therefore, can be used as photoabsorbers that span a wide range 

of the solar spectrum. Furthermore, since both hole- and electron-transport are 

qualitatively different in armchair and zigzag GDNTs, these nanomaterials provide a new 

opportunity for modulating both charge- and energy-transfer dynamics in these 

photocatalytic systems. 
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Sulfate Radical Oxidation of Aromatic 

Contaminants: A Detailed Assessment of 

Density Functional Theory and High-Level 

Quantum Chemical Methods 

Abstract. Advanced oxidation processes that utilize highly oxidative radicals are widely 

used in water reuse treatment. In recent years, the application of sulfate radical (SO4
•-) as 

a promising oxidant for water treatment has gained increasing attention. To understand 

the efficiency of SO4
•- in the degradation of organic contaminants in wastewater effluent, 

it is important to be able to predict the reaction kinetics of various SO4
•--driven oxidation 

reactions. In this study, we utilize density functional theory (DFT) and high-level 

wavefunction-based methods (including computationally- intensive coupled cluster 

methods), to explore the activation energies and kinetic rates of SO4
•--driven oxidation 

reactions on a series of benzene-derived contaminants. These high-level calculations 

encompassed a wide set of reactions including 110 forward/reverse reactions and 5 

different computational methods in total. Based on the high-level coupled-cluster 

quantum calculations, we find that the popular M06-2X DFT functional is significantly 

more accurate for OH- additions than for SO4
•- reactions. Most importantly, we highlight 

some of the limitations and deficiencies of other computational methods, and we 
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recommend the use of high-level quantum calculations to spot-check environmental 

chemistry reactions that may lie outside the training set of the M06-2X functional, 

particularly for water oxidation reactions that involve SO4
•- and other inorganic species. 

 

I. Introduction

Water scarcity has become a global crisis. This situation is exacerbated – and will 

continue to be dominated – by the global shrinkage of surface water sources, notably 

sharp decreases caused by extreme climate conditions.1, 2 Municipal wastewater reuse 

offers the potential to significantly increase the nation’s total available water resources. 

Approximately 12 billion gallons of municipal wastewater effluent are discharged each 

day in the U.S., which is equivalent to 27% of the total public water supply.3 However, 

only about 10% of the wastewater effluent is actively reused nationwide.3 One major 

challenge to recycling is the development of efficient and cost-effective purification 

processes. Wastewater effluent is widely compromised by sewage produced from 

growing populations, industries and agriculture. Trace organic chemicals including 

petroleum hydrocarbons, pharmaceuticals, personal care products, and industrial solvents 

are often present in the effluent.4-13  

To minimize the presence of trace organic chemicals, different advanced 

oxidation processes (AOPs) have been employed.14-19 The most widely applied approach 

is based on the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to produce hydroxyl radical 

(OH•). In recent years, sulfate radical (SO4
•-) has garnered much attention as an 

alternative oxidant for AOP.20-22 In these processes, SO4
•- is typically generated via UV 
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photolysis of persulfate (S2O8
2-) for water reuse applications.23-26 SO4

•- has a similar 

oxidizing power to OH•, yet possessing selectively higher reaction rates with electron-

rich contaminants that are typically observed in wastewater effluent.27-30 Due to a higher 

quantum yield, the rate of S2O8
2- photolysis is 40% higher than that of H2O2 under UV 

irradiation at 254 nm (a typical wavelength used in UV lamps).31 Furthermore, the 

scavenging effect of S2O8
2- on SO4

•- is two orders of magnitude lower than the 

scavenging effect of H2O2 on OH•,32, 33 which leads to a higher yield of SO4
•- from S2O8

2- 

than that of OH• from H2O2. These chemical features make SO4
•--based AOP an attractive 

option for water reuse.

Considering these prospective applications of SO4
•--based oxidation processes for 

water reuse, it is important to predict the reaction kinetics of SO4
•--driven oxidation 

reactions with organic contaminants that are present in wastewater effluent. Although some 

of the radical-driven rate constants can be measured using experimental techniques, e.g., 

electron pulse radiolysis and  radiation,34, 35 it is logistically unrealistic to experimenta l ly 

measure the rates of every contaminant with short-lived radical species. In addition, the 

activation energies of SO4
•- with different benzene-derived contaminants are largely 

unknown, and understanding the activation energies in possible degradation pathways of 

organic contaminants on a fundamental level are required for predicting byproduct 

formation in SO4
•- based oxidative water treatment.  

Recently, density functional theory (DFT) calculations have started to become 

commonplace as computational tools for predicting reaction mechanisms and activation 

energies in redox reactions of environmental significance. There has been recent work 
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using quantum chemical techniques to estimate reaction barriers and thermodynamic 

relations in the degradation of trace organic contaminants, especially via the oxidation of 

OH• or ozone (O3).36-41 Due to the complexity of the chemical species examined, these 

prior studies largely used popular computationally-efficient DFT methods to 

systematically explore and assess the relativities of contaminants in the aqueous phase. 

However, most DFT methods are heavily parameterized against a training set of benchmark 

molecules, i.e., typically organic compounds containing only hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, 

and oxygen.42-44 Specifically, these DFT methods were developed to minimize errors on a 

given training set of molecules; however, for systems and properties outside the training 

set, Burke and co-workers have demonstrated that these extrapolations can be prone to 

large and unpredictable deviations.45 As a result, additional high- level wavefunction based 

methods are essential to assess whether popular DFT methods are sufficiently accurate for 

modeling activation energies and thermochemistry, particularly for inorganic species 

outside typical DFT training sets, in environmental computational studies.  

The purpose of this study is to assess the accuracy of popular DFT and high- leve l 

wavefunction-based methods in quantifying the activation energies of benzene-derived 

contaminants reacting with SO4
•-. Figure 2.1 depicts the chemical structures of the various 

benzene-derived organic contaminants, and Figure 2.2 shows the two steps of oxidation 

reaction investigated in this work. Step 1 involves the addition of SO4
•- to form a benzene-

derivative cationic radical and the SO4
2- anion. The addition of hydroxide OH- to the 

benzene-derivative cation in Step 2 gives the final hydroxylated oxidation product. We 

examined a wide set of reactions (110 forward and reverse reactions, in total) using a 
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variety of computational techniques including DFT, MP2/MP4 perturbation theory 

methods, and high-level coupled cluster CCSD/CCSD(T) approaches. Statistical analyses 

were carried out for all of these reactions to assess the strengths and limitations of each of 

the computational methods. We concluded with a discussion and assessment of the specific 

methods that provide the best accuracy in describing these specific reaction processes 

relevant to SO4
•- based oxidative water treatments. 

 

Figure 2.1. Chemical structures of benzene-derived organic contaminants investigated in 
this work. 
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Figure 2.2. Reaction steps investigated in this work: Step 1 involves the addition of SO4
•- 

to form a benzene-derivative cation and the SO4
2- anion. The R group represents the 

different functional groups depicted previously in Figure 2.1. Step 2 involves the addition 
of OH- to the benzene-derivative cation that gives the final hydroxylated product. 

 

II. Computational Methods 

For all of the chemical species investigated in this work, we benchmarked the 

performance of the highly-parametrized M06-2X DFT functional46 against the 

wavefunction-based MP2,47, 48 MP4(SDQ),49, 50 CCSD,51, 52 and CCSD(T)53 methods. The 

M06-2X exchange-correlation functional46 includes 54% Hartree-Fock exchange and has 

been utilized to study a broad spectrum of chemical species and reactions.54-59 The MP247, 

48 and MP4(SDQ)49, 50 wavefunction-based methods incorporate a Møller-Plesset 

correlation correction60 to the total energy based on perturbation theory truncated at second 

order and fourth order for MP247, 48 and MP4(SDQ),49, 50 respectively. The CCSD61, 62 and 

CCSD(T)53 methods utilize a coupled cluster approach including both single and double 

excitations (and triple excitations for the CCSD(T) method) to obtain highly accurate total 

energies. The higher- level CCSD and CCSD(T) theoretical approaches typically provide 
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extremely accurate energies and reaction rates, albeit at a high computational cost. In order 

to maintain a consistent comparison across the M06-2X, MP2, MP4(SDQ), CCSD, and 

CCSD(T) levels of theory, the same ground-state and transition-state geometries for all 

methods were used. Both the ground-state and transition-state geometries were obtained 

optimized at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, and all transition states were 

confirmed to be first-order saddle points by verifying the presence of a single imaginary 

harmonic frequency. It is worth mentioning that a complete characterization of a transition 

state geometry requires a full analysis of the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC); however, 

due to the large number of reactions considered in this study (110 forward/reverse reactions) 

and the immense computational expense of IRC calculations, we only characterized these 

transition states with a frequency analysis and reserved the more complete IRC calculat ions 

for a future study. For all of the chemical species and computational methods in this study, 

we utilized the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (PCM) devised by Tomasi and 

co-workers63-67 which creates a solute cavity via a set of overlapping spheres to calculate 

the solvent reaction field.  

For all of the wavefunction-based methods (MP2, MP4(SDQ), CCSD, and 

CCSD(T)) in this study, the same 6-311+G(d,p) basis was also used to calculate total 

energies for both the ground- and transition-state geometries. Throughout this work we 

used the CCSD(T) energies as reference values to assess the quality for all of the various 

methods. We have previously found that the CCSD(T) method accurately reproduces 

experimental activation energies68, 69 and electronic properties70 of various hydrocarbons. 

As an additional verification on the quality of the CCSD(T) benchmarks, we checked for 
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possible deficiencies inherent to the single-reference coupled cluster approach. 

Specifically, for open-shell systems, Schaefer and co-workers71 proposed an open-shell 

“T1 diagnostic” to determine whether the single-reference-based CCSD procedure is 

appropriate or requires a higher- level multi-reference treatment. Based on their criterion, 

if the Euclidean norm of the t1 vector from an open-shell CCSD calculation is greater than 

0.044, a higher-level multireference method is necessary. We have computed the T1 

diagnostic for all of the geometry-optimized chemical species in this work and found that 

none of the systems in this study required a multi-reference treatment of electron 

correlation (open-shell T1 diagnostic values were in the 0.026 – 0.039 range), indicat ing 

that all of the chemical species in this study are accurately described by the coupled-cluster 

approach. All calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09 package.72 

 

III. Results and Discussion 

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of activation energies for the various 

reactions, we first carried out a series of two high-level benchmark calculations to assess 

(1) the robustness of the M06-2X optimized geometries and (2) the accuracy of the 6-

311+G(d,p) basis set. Due to the computational complexity of these benchmarks, we only 

performed these calculations on the 1-aminophenol transition-state and final product, as 

shown in Figure 2.3 (as a side note, these benchmark calculations were extremely 

computationally intensive, with the largest of these calculations taking up to 6 continuous 

days on 16 × 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron CPUs and over 230 GB of disk space on rapid-access 

solid state drive storage). To assess the robustness of the M06-2X optimized geometries, 
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we calculated CCSD single-point energies on top of CCSD and M06-2X optimized 

geometries for the 1-aminophenol transition-state and final product. Figure 2.3(a) shows 

that the difference in CCSD single-point energies obtained from the CCSD and M06-2X 

optimized geometries is negligible (less than 0.2 kcal/mol), indicating that the M06-2X 

geometries used throughout this work are reliable. With the M06-2X optimized geometries 

verified, we next assessed the accuracy of the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set by comparing 

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvtz and CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p) single-point energies on top of the 

same M06-2X optimized geometries used in Figure 2.3(a). Figure 2.3(b) shows that the 

difference between the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pvtz and the smaller 6-311+G(d,p) 

basis set is also relatively small (less than 0.65 kcal/mol), indicating that the 6-311+G(d,p) 

basis set can be safely used for calculating the thermochemical properties for the numerous 

reactions (110 forward/reverse reactions) evaluated in this computational study. 
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of (a) CCSD single-point energies on top of CCSD and M06-2X 

optimized geometries and (b) CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvtz and CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p) single-
point energies on top of M06-2X optimized geometries for 1-aminophenol. The insets in 

each of the figures show a magnified portion of the potential energy surface near the 
transition state, indicating a small energy difference among the various computationa l 
methods used in each of the figures. 

 

With these benchmark tests validating our computational approach, we then 

examined the activation energies for the initial reaction step involving the addition of SO4
•- 

to the various benzene-derived contaminants. For each of the contaminant, there are 

multiple sites on the benzene ring that the SO4
•- radical can attach to in the transition state 

structure. As an example, Figure 2.4 depicts the various transition state structures involved 

in the following reaction:  toluene + SO4
•- → toluene cation + SO4

2-. We explored all of 

these possible transition-state geometries for toluene as well as for all the chemical species 

(25 transition states in total) depicted in Figure 2.1. Using the CCSD(T) activation energies, 

Ea, as benchmarks, we performed a mean absolute error (MAE) analysis for both the 

forward and reverse activation energies involving SO4
•- and the various chemical species, 

which is summarized in Table 2.1. Figure 2.5 depicts in more detail the general trends in 
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the forward and reverse activation energies between the various quantum chemical 

methods. The diagonal line in all of these figures represents an ideal 100% agreement 

between the CCSD(T) energies and the other computational methods. It is important to 

mention that the R2 values listed in Table 2.1 were obtained from a simple linear fit to the 

data points themselves and not calculated with respect to the diagonal lines shown in Figure 

2.5. From the results shown in Figure 2.5, it is worth mentioning that the calculated forward 

activation energy in step 1 is larger than its reverse activation energy; however, the product 

of the forward reaction in step 1 (i.e., the benzene cation radical) can further react with OH- 

via the forward reaction in step 2 (Figure 2.2). As discussed further in the paragraphs below, 

the forward activation energy in step 2 is lower than reverse activation energy in step 1. As 

a result, the rate-limiting step is the forward reaction involving a benzene-derived 

compound and SO4
•-, and once this energy barrier is overcome, the benzene-deriva t ive 

cation radical will further react with OH- to generate the hydroxylated product. 
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Figure 2.4. Reactants, transition states, and products for the first reaction step involving 

addition of SO4
•- to toluene. 
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Table 2.1. Mean absolute error (MAE) with respect to CCSD(T) benchmarks and R2 fit 
values for various activation energies (Ea) computed with the M06-2X, MP2, MP4(SDQ), 

and CCSD methods 

 

M06-2X MP2 MP4(SDQ) CCSD 

MAE 

(kcal/mol) 
R2 

MAE 

(kcal/mol) 
R2 

MAE 

(kcal/mol) 
R2 

MAE 

(kcal/mol) 
R2 

Forward 

Ea for 

SO4
•- 

addition 

3.35 0.95 19.34 0.69 8.23 0.83 1.02 0.99 

Reverse 

Ea for 

SO4
•- 

addition 

2.00 0.99 15.37 0.38 10.11 0.86 4.20 1.00 

Forward 

Ea for 

OH- 

addition 

0.88 0.99 17.51 0.83 9.56 0.96 1.69 1.00 

Reverse 

Ea for 

OH- 

addition 

0.49 0.88 8.26 0.81 6.34 0.91 2.27 0.99 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.5. Predicted activation energies of the (a) forward and (b) reverse reactions of 

various benzene derivatives reacting with SO4
•-. The diagonal line in each figure represents 

a perfect match to the benchmark CCSD(T) activation energies. 
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Both Table 2.1 and Figure 2.5 show that the CCSD calculations (MAE = 1.02 

kcal/mol) are in excellent agreement with the CCSD(T) benchmarks for the forward 

activation energy for the SO4
•-  addition. The M06-2X calculations have errors that are quite 

higher (MAE = 3.35 kcal/mol), followed by the MP4(SDQ) and MP2 methods which have 

even larger MAEs of 8.23 and 19.34 kcal/mol, respectively. Upon examining the reverse 

activation energy for the SO4
•– addition, we surprisingly find that the M06-2X functiona l 

significantly outperforms the CCSD method by a factor of 2 with respect to the total MAE. 

Again, the MP4(SDQ) and MP2 methods incur larger errors compared to either the CCSD 

or M06-2X calculations for the reverse activation energy for the SO4
•-  addition. We also 

note that the CCSD and M06-2X calculations exhibit a high degree of statistical correlation 

(R2 = 0.95 – 1.00) for both the forward and reverse activation energy for the SO4
•- addition, 

indicating that the errors in each of these computational methods is systematic rather than 

random. 

We next examined the activation energies for the second reaction step involving 

the addition of OH- to the various benzene-derived cation radicals. As before, for each of 

the benzene cation radical, there are multiple sites on the benzene ring that the OH- 

molecule can attach to. As a particular example, Figure 2.6 depicts the various products 

involved in the addition of OH- to the toluene cation. Again, we explored all of these 

possible transition-state geometries for toluene as well as for all the chemical species (30 

transition states in total) depicted in Figure 2.1, yielding the various products shown in 

Figure 2.6. A mean absolute error (MAE) analysis was carried out for both the forward and 

reverse activation energies for all of these resulting products using the CCSD(T) activation 
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energies as benchmarks. Table 2.1 and Figure 2.7 summarize and depict the general trends 

in the forward and reverse activation energies between the various quantum chemical 

methods. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6. Reactants and products for the second reaction step involving addition of OH- 

to toluene. 
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Figure 2.7. All possible products resulting from the reaction of various hydroxylated 

oxidation products from oxidation of benzene derivatives by sulfate radical and subsequent 
OH- addition. The energies of the various products were computed using both DFT and 

high-level wavefunction based methods to assess the accuracy of all the computationa l 
methods used in the main text.  
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Figure 2.8. Predicted activation energies of the (a) forward and (b) reverse reactions of 

benzene-derived cation radical reacting with OH-. The diagonal line in each figure 
represents a perfect match to the benchmark CCSD(T) activation energies. 

 

In contrast to the statistical trends for the SO4
•-  reaction described previously, we 

find that the various computational methods more accurately predict the activation energies 

for the OH– addition, resulting in lower MAEs in general. In particular, both Table 2.1 and 

Figure 2.8 actually show that the M06-2X functional outperforms all other methods (even 

the CCSD method) for both the forward and reverse activation energy for the OH- addition. 

However, we note that the M06-2X R2 values (= 0.88) for the reverse reaction are 

noticeably worse than the corresponding MP4(SDQ) and CCSD wavefunction-based 

methods. Consequently, these deviations from R2 = 1 indicate a non-systematic error in the 

M06-2X activation energies for the reverse reaction for the OH- addition. As before, the 

MP4(SDQ) and MP2 methods incur larger errors compared to either the CCSD or M06-

2X calculations for both the forward and reverse activation energy for the OH- addition. 

These errors are due to the perturbative nature of the MP4(SDQ) and MP2 methods which 
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do not capture dynamical correlations effects compared to the accurate CCSD(T) 

calculations. Based on our benchmarks on activation energies alone, we find that the 

popular M06-2X DFT functional is significantly more accurate for OH- reactions than for 

SO4
•- reactions (although further work is needed on assessing the complete reaction 

pathways). This stark difference in accuracy is due to the training set used to parameterize 

the M06-2X functional, which primarily consists of hydrocarbon molecules that do not 

include other non-carbon based environmental species such as SO4
•-. As a result, while the 

M06-2X functional yields impressive (nearly CCSD(T)-quality) accuracy for conventiona l 

reactions, we recommend the use of high- level quantum calculations to spot-check 

environmental chemistry reactions that may lie outside the training set of the M06-2X 

functional, particularly for water oxidation reactions that involve SO4
•-. 

 

IV. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have examined a wide set of reactions (110 forward and reverse 

reactions, in total) that play an important role in sulfate radical-based oxidation processes 

for water reuse and groundwater remediation. To understand these complex reactions at a 

fundamental level, we utilized a variety of computational techniques including DFT, 

MP2/MP4 perturbation theory methods, and high-level coupled cluster CCSD/CCSD(T) 

approaches. While DFT calculations have started to become commonplace in predicting 

reaction mechanisms and activation energies in environmental processes, many DFT 

functionals are highly-parameterized and can fail dramatically for chemical species outside 

of their training set. As a result, additional high-level methods are essential for spot-
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checking these results and for iterative feedback between theory and experiment , 

particularly for accurate calculations of reaction mechanisms in environmental chemistry. 

Within this comprehensive study, which involves over 100 reactions and 5 different 

computational methods, we found that the popular M06-2X functional is more accurate for 

OH- reactions than for SO4
•- reactions (based on high-level CCSD(T) calculations used as 

benchmarks). In general, we find that the M06-2X functional does perform reasonably well 

for both OH- and SO4
•– reactions; however, we noticed a low degree of statistica l 

correlation for the reverse activation energy barriers in the OH- reactions. As a result, while 

the M06-2X functional yields impressive (nearly CCSD(T)-quality) accuracy for 

conventional reactions, high- level benchmarks should be carried out to spot-check 

reactions that may lie outside the training set of M06-2X (such as reactions that involve 

SO4
•- or other inorganic oxidants). These extensive calculations and methodologica l 

assessments provide a predictive path towards understanding increasingly more complex 

reaction mechanisms in environmental processes. 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis, I have presented two examples of predictive simulations that were 

utilized in the broad areas of nanoscience and environmental chemistry. While these 

projects have very different scopes, they emphasize the versatility and predictive power 

of computational materials and quantum chemistry. Specifically, these studies provide 

predictive trends on electronic properties in graphdiyne nanotubes as well as a 

comprehensive benchmarks of various computational methods for reaction mechanisms 

in sulfate oxidation reactions. 

  For my first project, we provided quantitative predictions on the structural 

relaxation energy, binding energy per atom, electron/hole mass, and bandgap for 

armchair and zigzag graphdiyne nanotubes as a function of radius. We established that 

relaxation energy and bandgap decrease as a function of diameter for both armchair and 

zigzag graphdiyne nanotubes and provided closed-form simple equations that could be 

used by experimentalists to estimate the bandgap as a function of diameter. In addition to 

our quantitative results, we also determined that the zigzag chirality (as opposed to the 

armchair chirality) caters to greater electron and hole transport due to the delocalization 

of the HOCO and LUCO along the axis of the wire. 

  In my second project, we established the feasibility of various computational 

methods to accurately determine reaction energies of benzene-derived contaminants with 

sulfate ion and hydroxide. We tested M06-2X DFT calculations, MP2/MP4 perturbation 

theory methods, and high-level coupled cluster CCSD and CCSD(T) methods. Our 

findings for these particular reactions show that the M06-2X functional performs 
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reasonably well, and the various reaction energies are close to the highly accurate 

CCSD(T) values. Additionally, the M06-2X functional is more accurate for hydroxide 

reactions than for sulfate ion reactions; however, this particular functional exhibits a low 

degree of statistical correlation for the reverse activation energy barriers for the 

hydroxide reactions. While our results indicate that M06-2X is a computationally-

efficient approximation for the high level CCSD(T) method, we still advise the use of 

CCSD(T) for spot-checking the results from DFT calculations. On a side note, our results 

and work were specially featured as the cover issue of Environmental Science: Processes 

& Impacts. 

  Predictive simulations provide an essential counterpart for experiments in 

materials science, chemical, and environmental engineering. In particular, this thesis 

highlights the use of predictive calculations for graphdiyne nanotubes and provides 

mechanistic electronic properties of these systems that can be further used in nanoscale 

science applications and light-harvesting materials. In addition, our study of various 

computational methods provides a critical assessment of popular DFT methods for 

predicting reaction mechanisms in environmental chemistry. Taken together, these two 

studies emphasize the predictive power and efficiency of quantum-mechanical 

simulations to advance our understanding of material science and chemical engineering 

processes.  
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Appendix 

 
Table 1.3. Vibrational frequencies, symmetries, and infrared/Raman analysis for the (2,2) 

GDNT. IRREP labels refer to the symmetry representation; A and I indicate whether the 
mode is active or inactive, respectively, for IR and Raman. 

 

    MODES        FREQUENCIES     IRREP  IR RAMAN 

             (CM**-1)     (THZ)            

    1-   2     0.0000    0.0000  (Eu )   A   I 

    3-   3     0.0000    0.0000  (A2u)   A   I 

    4-   4     0.0000    0.0000  (A2g)   I   I 

    5-   6    40.8500    1.2247  (Eg )   I   A 

    7-   7    57.8766    1.7351  (B2g)   I   A 

    8-   8    75.9913    2.2782  (B1u)   I   I 

    9-   9    76.8105    2.3027  (B1g)   I   A 

   10-  10    78.4954    2.3532  (B2u)   I   I 

   11-  12    79.5506    2.3849  (Eu )   A   I 

   13-  13    90.9144    2.7255  (A2u)   A   I 

   14-  14    99.2787    2.9763  (A2g)   I   I 

   15-  15   103.5401    3.1041  (B2g)   I   A 

   16-  17   108.1431    3.2420  (Eg )   I   A 

   18-  18   116.2301    3.4845  (A1u)   I   I 

   19-  19   130.4855    3.9119  (A1g)   I   A 

   20-  21   132.9062    3.9844  (Eg )   I   A 

   22-  23   141.4979    4.2420  (Eu )   A   I 

   24-  24   164.0076    4.9168  (A1g)   I   A 

   25-  25   164.5027    4.9317  (A1u)   I   I 

   26-  26   165.9325    4.9745  (B2u)   I   I 

   27-  27   166.9600    5.0053  (A2g)   I   I 

   28-  28   172.5862    5.1740  (B1g)   I   A 

   29-  30   174.7060    5.2376  (Eu )   A   I 

   31-  31   177.4602    5.3201  (A2u)   A   I 

   32-  32   186.4944    5.5910  (B1u)   I   I 

   33-  34   189.4772    5.6804  (Eg )   I   A 

   35-  36   219.0456    6.5668  (Eu )   A   I 

   37-  38   220.0680    6.5975  (Eg )   I   A 

   39-  39   226.8208    6.7999  (B2g)   I   A 

   40-  40   243.5099    7.3002  (B2u)   I   I 

   41-  42   244.0217    7.3156  (Eu )   A   I 

   43-  43   247.8790    7.4312  (A2u)   A   I 

   44-  44   281.1441    8.4285  (A2g)   I   I 

   45-  46   281.8829    8.4506  (Eg )   I   A 

   47-  47   293.2041    8.7900  (B1u)   I   I 

   48-  48   294.1697    8.8190  (B1g)   I   A 

   49-  49   295.4587    8.8576  (B2g)   I   A 

   50-  50   305.9358    9.1717  (A2g)   I   I 

   51-  52   311.5696    9.3406  (Eg )   I   A 
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   53-  53   326.1310    9.7772  (A1g)   I   A 

   54-  54   340.7597   10.2157  (B2g)   I   A 

   55-  56   341.3371   10.2330  (Eu )   A   I 

   57-  57   341.9141   10.2503  (A1u)   I   I 

   58-  59   357.8595   10.7284  (Eu )   A   I 

   60-  60   363.9106   10.9098  (B1u)   I   I 

   61-  62   388.3722   11.6431  (Eu )   A   I 

   63-  63   389.7639   11.6848  (A1g)   I   A 

   64-  64   390.8242   11.7166  (B1g)   I   A 

   65-  66   391.4535   11.7355  (Eg )   I   A 

   67-  67   399.5929   11.9795  (B1g)   I   A 

   68-  68   402.6799   12.0720  (A1u)   I   I 

   69-  69   409.7577   12.2842  (B2g)   I   A 

   70-  70   420.2018   12.5973  (B2u)   I   I 

   71-  71   421.5555   12.6379  (A2g)   I   I 

   72-  72   424.9873   12.7408  (A2u)   A   I 

   73-  73   436.1742   13.0762  (B1u)   I   I 

   74-  75   442.1988   13.2568  (Eu )   A   I 

   76-  76   442.9534   13.2794  (B2u)   I   I 

   77-  78   455.4493   13.6540  (Eg )   I   A 

   79-  79   457.9246   13.7282  (A1g)   I   A 

   80-  81   458.2747   13.7387  (Eu )   A   I 

   82-  82   465.1333   13.9443  (A2g)   I   I 

   83-  84   468.1839   14.0358  (Eu )   A   I 

   85-  86   468.6534   14.0499  (Eg )   I   A 

   87-  87   478.9625   14.3589  (B1g)   I   A 

   88-  88   479.5446   14.3764  (A2u)   A   I 

   89-  90   496.8818   14.8961  (Eg )   I   A 

   91-  91   497.8908   14.9264  (A1u)   I   I 

   92-  92   504.5518   15.1261  (B1u)   I   I 

   93-  94   505.0469   15.1409  (Eu )   A   I 

   95-  95   505.1626   15.1444  (B2g)   I   A 

   96-  96   512.1002   15.3524  (A1g)   I   A 

   97-  97   514.9534   15.4379  (B1g)   I   A 

   98-  99   515.2771   15.4476  (Eg )   I   A 

  100- 100   522.6348   15.6682  (B2u)   I   I 

  101- 101   525.4977   15.7540  (B1u)   I   I 

  102- 102   531.6466   15.9384  (A2u)   A   I 

  103- 103   534.7110   16.0302  (A2g)   I   I 

  104- 105   538.0819   16.1313  (Eu )   A   I 

  106- 107   548.2618   16.4365  (Eg )   I   A 

  108- 108   549.6132   16.4770  (A1u)   I   I 

  109- 109   551.9066   16.5457  (B1g)   I   A 

  110- 111   552.0334   16.5495  (Eu )   A   I 

  112- 112   562.2103   16.8546  (B2g)   I   A 

  113- 113   563.9403   16.9065  (A2u)   A   I 

  114- 115   568.7039   17.0493  (Eg )   I   A 

  116- 116   569.1409   17.0624  (B2u)   I   I 

  117- 117   569.4884   17.0728  (A2g)   I   I 
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  118- 119   575.4547   17.2517  (Eu )   A   I 

  120- 120   582.7248   17.4696  (A1g)   I   A 

  121- 121   610.5629   18.3042  (B2u)   I   I 

  122- 123   661.3481   19.8267  (Eu )   A   I 

  124- 124   669.7903   20.0798  (B1g)   I   A 

  125- 125   670.4179   20.0986  (A1g)   I   A 

  126- 127   675.1231   20.2397  (Eg )   I   A 

  128- 128   679.1538   20.3605  (B1u)   I   I 

  129- 129   680.2258   20.3927  (A1u)   I   I 

  130- 131   685.4180   20.5483  (Eg )   I   A 
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Figure 1.11. Electronic band structures (relative to vacuum at 0 eV) of various (n,0) 
armchair GDNTs for n = 2 – 21 
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Figure 1.12. Electronic band structures (relative to vacuum at 0 eV) of various (n,0) 
armchair GDNTs for n = 22 – 36 
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Figure 1.13. Electronic band structures (relative to vacuum at 0 eV) of various (n,n) 

zigzag GDNTs for n = 2 – 21 
 




